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This study investigates the use of tag questions (TQs) in British English fiction dialogue by 
making comparisons to spoken conversation. Data has been retrieved from two subcorpora of 
the British National Corpus (BNC): a Fiction Subcorpus and the demographic part of the spo-
ken component. More than 2,500 TQs have been analysed for their formal features and more 
than 600 TQs also for their pragmatic functions. 

The results show that declarative tag questions (DecTQs) are underrepresented in fiction dia-
logue, whereas imperative tag questions (ImpTQs) are overrepresented. Moreover, several dif-
ferences between the formal features and pragmatic functions of TQs in fiction dialogue and 
spoken conversation have been reported. 

In fiction, reporting clauses and comments in the narrative provide the reader with informa-
tion the author believes the reader needs to interpret the dialogue in the way the author has in-
tended; hence, fiction dialogue is enriched with information which is useful in the analysis of a 
linguistic phenomenon such as the TQ. 

For the functional analysis of TQs, a hierarchical model has been developed and applied. 
Most DecTQs turn out to be used rhetorically; only a minority are response-eliciting and, in 
fiction dialogue, a small number also exchange goods and services. The functional patterns for 
DecTQs are quite different in the two subcorpora. Most rhetorical DecTQs are addressee-ori-
ented in fiction dialogue, but speaker-centred in spoken conversation. Among the response-
eliciting DecTQs, there are similar proportions of confirmation-seeking DecTQs, but, in fiction 
dialogue, there are proportionately more confirmation-demanding DecTQs, and also a few con-
versation-initiating DecTQs. All ImpTQs exchange goods and services; in fiction dialogue, 
there is a higher proportion of ImpTQs used as commands, and a lower proportion of ImpTQs 
providing advice. 

The distinctive functional patterns for TQs in fiction dialogue seem largely due to the de-
piction of problems, conflicts and confrontations and an avoidance of conversations on trivial 
matters. In fiction dialogue, authors utilize the full potential of DecTQs, which results in large 
formal and functional variation, whereas they tend to prefer the most conventional form of Imp-
TQs. Differences between the functional patterns of TQs in fiction dialogue and spoken conver-
sation may partly explain the differences in frequencies and formal features. 
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